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Let S be the set of all palindromes over B *. It is well known. that the language S* is an 
ultralinear, inherently ambiguous context-free language. In this paper we derive an explicit 
expression for the number of words of length n in S2. Furthermore, we show, that for 
card(P)> 1 the asymptotical density of the language S* is zero and that, in the average, each 
word w of ien_gth n in S2 has exactly one factorization into two palindromes for large n; the 
variance is zero for large n. Finally, we compute an expression for the structure-generating- 
function T(S2; L) of the language S*; it remains the open problem, if TCS’; z) is a transcenden- 
tal or an algebraic function. 
1. Introduction 
Let z* be the free monoid generated by a fixed alphabet ,C and let S c 2:” be 
the formal language defined by S : = {w E S* 1 w = w*}, where w* is the reversal of 
the word w. Thus, S is the set of all palindromes over Z*. In [4,5], Crestin 
introduced the language S2 = SS and he showed that S2 is an ultralinear, inher- 
ently ambiguous context-free language if card(Z) > 1. 
In [2], Berstel introduced the notion of the asymptotical density d(k) of a 
formal language L c 2 *. If d(L) exists, this number is defined by d(L) = 
lim,,(d,(L)/d,(Z*)), where d,,(F) = card{w E JY* 1 w E F\X*2’+1} for Fs Z*. 
Berstel showed in his paper thzt d(L) is rational if L is regular, and that B(L) is 
algebraic if L is an unambiguous context-free language. Using the notion of the 
structure-generating-function T(L; z) of a formal language 1: s z1* (see [7]) which 
is defined by T(1,; z) = CnaO card@ nZ:“)z”, Berstel has implicitly shown in his 
paper that the fact ‘T(L; z) is an algebraic (resp. a rational) function’ implies 
‘d(L) is an algebraic (resp. a rational) number’, provided that d(L) exists. It was 
an open problem, if there are inherently ambiguous context-free languages with a 
transcendental asymptotical density. Recently, the author has given the first 
example of such a language with a non-algebraic asymptotical density and a 
non-algebraic structure-generating-function [6]. In search of such an example, 
Berstel had proposed to regard the language S2. 
;[n this paper, we shall derive several enumeration results describing the 
distribution of the number of words of length r,! in th2 language S2. Among other 
things, we shall compute the structure-generating-function T(S”; z) <and the 
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asymptotical density d(S2). The author is, !however, unable to decide if T(S2; z) is 
a transcendental or an algebraic function. 
Let ~*=~*\{E}, h w ere E is the identity in the monoid Z’*. The length of 
w ES* is denoted by I(w). As usual, a word w ES* is said to be primitive if 
w = u”‘, v E F, n E!&, implies w = V. The set of all primitive words in .E* is 
denoted by PRIM(Z). Two words w, u E Z* are said to be conjugates if there exist 
CT, fl E Z* and p, q ENS such that w = (uP)~ and v = (&x)~. In this case, we write 
w - 21. The following lemma is shown in [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let w&z+, uels* and w ,- v. There is exactly one quadruple 
(a, /3,11, m) E Z* x 2’ x N x NO with w = (cup)“, ZJ = (&)” and cup E PRIM(Z). 
Now, let +S2 = S’\{E), +S = S\(E) and w E +S2. The tupel (f, g) is called a 
factorization of w if w = fg with f E S and g E ‘S. The number of all factorizations 
of w E +S2 is denoted by F(w). We have F(w)2 1 for 2111 w E+S~ by definition. 
The following lemma is a direct implication of [S, Lemma 4.21 and [4, Corollary 
2.2.31. 
Leauma 2. Let n EN, w E PRIM(E) and w” E+S’. We hue for all m EN: 
(a) wm E +S2 and 
(b) F(w”‘) = m. 
Now, let Sk = {w E +S2 1 F(w) = k} be the set of all words in +S2 having exactly k 
factorizatiions. We prove the following: 
Lemma 3. The set S1 is a subset of PRIM(X). 
. Let u E Si. There is exactly one factorization (J g) of u. We have u = fg 
a.nd uR = gf and therefore ec - r.F. By Lemma 1 there is exactly one quadruple 
(ar, 6, p, q:) E ;r;‘” X 2’ xh! X No with u = (cY@)~, uR =: (&Y)~ and a@ E PRIM(Z). 
Using Lemma 2 with m = I we obtain q = F((cY/~)~) =~2 F(u) = 1. Hence, u = cup E 
Prim(Z). This completes the proof. 
The preceding llemmata enable us to give a characterization of +S’. 
. Let n, d EN with d 1 n. We have: 
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IproOf. (a) Let w E +S* n S”. There is at least one factorization (f,, g) of w. Since 
w=fg and wR=gf, we have W--.wR. Using Lemma 1 there is exactly one 
quadruple [ar,/3,p,q)~X*XZ+XNxhJ~ with w=((Y/~)~, w~:=(PQ!)~ and aptz 
IWIM(ZJ. By Emma 2 we obtain (c$)” E +S* and F((af3)“) = m for all m E N. 
Choosing m = 1 we get ar@ E +S* and F(c$) = 1. Hence, ap E &. Since I(w) := n 
a.nd w = (cu@)~, we have further p 1 n. Therefore, w E (up 1 u E S, In ZYp) with p 1 n. 
(b) Let w E {u” 1 u E SI n Znid} where d 1 n, that is 1~ = uld flor some u E S, n Fd. 
There is exactly one factorization (‘J g) of u. Choose a : = f and b : = g(fg)d - ‘. A 
simple calculation shows that ab = ud = w # E, u* -: a and b” = b. Hence, w E +S’. 
Furthermore, l(w) = d&u) = d(n/d) = n. Therefore, w E +S* flz”. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Corollary I. Each word w E ‘S2 n X* has exactly one representation f the fsrm 
w=ud with t4Es1n2nJd cknd d 1 n. Furthermore, F(w) := d. 
Proof. Theorem 1 shows that each w E +S2 n 2:” has at least one such representa- 
tion. Assume w = ud = y’ with cl E S, fl Zn’d, y E S1 nl?“‘, d 1 n and t 1 pt. We have 
U, y EPRIM(X) by Lemma 3. Using L.mma 2 we get F(w)= F(ud) = d and 
F(w) = F(y’) = t and therefore d = t which implies I(u) = I(y). Generally, xz = rs 
with Z(x) = l(r) and x, z, r, s E Z* implies x = r and z = s (see [8JJ. Choosing x : - u, 
Z m- udml, r := y and s := yd-‘, we obtain u = y. An application of Lemma 2(b) 
leik immediately to F(w) = d. 
3. Enume~tfon results 
This section is devoted to the computation of the number of words of length ro 
in S*. 
Le!mma 4. 
card(+S2nZn)= C card(SIn.Cd) for nal. 
din 
od. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 we have: 
card(ud) = c card(S, f--LY’d). 
din 
This expression is equivalent to our statement. 
13y Corollary 1, w E Sk n I?’ has exactly one representation of the form w = uk 
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with u E S1 n Pk and n 1 k. Hence, we further have: 
Lemma 5. 
card(sk n 2”) = if k Y n, 
if k 1 II. 
In other words, the number of words of length n in +S* with & factorizations i  
equal to the number of words of length n/k in “S’ with one factorization. 
Leuux~r 6. Let a EN and let R, :N -+ N be the arithmetical functian defined by 
R,(n)==& a”‘2((1fJa)2+(-l)n(l-~a)2). We haw for n81; 
Rcarddn) = c i card& f@). 
din 
Proof. Note that R,(n)~bl for a, n EN. Let 4 be a new symbol not in Z, 
Sr==SU{~) and 8% := S@I. Obviously, h(P) = *S2 where h : (B”, l 1-+ (S*, 0) is 
the monoid homomorphism defined by h(a) - a if a E S, and h(c) = e if a = 4. It is 
not hard to see that for w E ‘S’ there are exactly F(w) words We s2 with 
i L& F(w), because for each factorization (f, g) of w there is e;:Ectly 
one corresponding word fhg E 5’. By Corollary I, each w E ‘S” n Sn has a unique 
representation of the form w = ud with d 1 n and u E S1 n2Y8; we obtain then 
F(w) =t d,. Therefore 
= c d card(S, flYd) = 1 n card& nxd). 
din .+d 
On the other hand, we have 
card(S2 f7 B”+r) = c card(S n X’)card(+S n 2Yk). 
Osksn 
Now, it can be easily shown, that the number of palindromes of length m over 
2? is given by 
card(S n Zm) = card(Z) L(m+1)‘2J. 
Using this result, we obtain finally, by an elementary computation, 
cardl:S2 n B”+*) = c card(~)l'k+l)/2J+t(n-k.t1;/2J 
OS&ccl-1 
where R gzdCp, is the function decked in our lemma. TIis completes the proof. 
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For sake of convenience, henceforth we use the notation f * g for the Dirichlet 
convolution of two arithmetical functions f, g (see [l]), that is h = f * g stands for 
h(n) =LI,,f(d)g(n/d). The ordinary product fg of two arithmetical functions f 
a.nd g is defined by the usual formula (fg) (n> = f(n) g(n). Furthermore, let u(n) 
be the arithmetical function such that u(n) = 1 for all n EN, N(n) be the function 
such that N(n) = n for all! n EN, I(n) be the function such that I(n) = S,, for all 
n EN, where S,,, is Kronecker’s ymbol, p,(n) be the Mijbius function and cp(n) be 
Eluler’s totient fun&ion [I]. We now prove the following: 
‘I’hmrem 2. The number of wards of length n in the language Sz is giuen by 
card(S2 n P) = 1 j’or n = 0 and by 
1. Here, R,,,,, is the function given in Lernrna 6 and cp ’ is the Dirichlet 
irroer8e of Eider's fstient funetisn gioen by 
Q=‘(l) = 1, Q”(n)= n (l-p) for n 
Pitt 
P Pdm@ 
Pwof, The case card(S” n P) c= 1 is obvious. Now, let n 1. With the notation 
N(n) : = card(“S2 f? 8”) and I+(n) : = card& fI 37) Lemmas 4 and 0 can be stated 
in the form: I-I = u * L1 and RcrudCTj - N * L1, Since * is associative and the 
Dirichlet inverse cp-l exists, we can make the following computation: 
H=u*L, (by Lemma 4). 
=u*L1*I (since f*I=I*f=f for any f) 
=u*I+*cp*cp- (since f * f-’ = f-’ * f = I if f-’ exists), 
=~ocp--‘~L~*N~ p (since * is commutative and cp = N * F, 
see [l, p. 293, 
= P * u * Q-l * Lm (since * is commutative and Lemma 6), 
= I* VP-’ * %vd(~) (since I=p * u, (see [l, p. 31]), 
= cp -’ * &rdW 
t-knee, HI‘ <p-l * Rcard(zE). This relation is equivalent o our statement. 
‘l%eorem 3. The number of all words of length n in the language +S2 with k 
fuctorizations is given by 
0 ifk Yn, 
ca.rd(& rl P) = 
cardcm@) if k 1 n. 
. ,., . . ,__,,, .) ,- ” 
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groof. Let again H(n) = card(‘S2nF) and L,(n) = card& nXn). We get: 
(since f*P=I*f=j for any f> 
(since I = p * u, see 1-1, p. 313, 
(since * is commutative and Lemma 4) 
(by Theorem 2): 
(since 9p-’ = p-’ *NT’, see [l, p. 37]), 
(since p * p-’ = I and IV-’ = pN, 
see [l, p. 37j), 
Hence, L, = pN * &,rd(Ej. Now, an application of Lemma 5 leads directly to our 
statement. 
By inspection of Theorems 1 and 2 we further obtain the following: 
CoPo&y 2. Ler p be a prime. We have 
(a) card(S2nZp)= 
card(Z)2 if p = 2, 
p card(L;)(P+1)‘2 - (p - l)card(X) if p # 2; 
card(s)2 -card(X) if k=l and p=2, 
(b) card(& nZp)= 
p[card(X)cp+“n - card(Z)] if k = 1 and ~$2, 
card(Z) if k = p, 
othersvise. 
CoroBary 3. Let card(Z)a2. We have the asymptotic formula 
Card(S’n za) = R,,,,,(n)@(#), 
where R card(r,is the function given in Lemma 6 and @(n) is given by G(n)= 
1 + O(& card(~)-“‘*). 
proof. Obviously, R,(n) c$n(a + l)ad2 for all a 2 0 and Iq-‘(n)ld n for .a11 n EN. 
J_.ei d(n) be th e number of all positive divisors of the natural number n. Since 
surely d(n) = D(A), we can make the following estimations: 
I din I din da2 da2 
sI_bn(l +card(.Z)) c cud(lC)n’2d 
din 
da2 
~$(l+card(z1)) car$X:)44[d(n)- 11 
= O(n& card(Z)“‘“). 
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Since q-‘(l) = 1 we obtain with Theorem 2, 
card(+S2 f-I.Z”) = R-&a) + O(n& ~ard(Z)“‘~). 
This relation is equivalent o our statement. 
231 
The number of words in Sz n 2:” for some n and card(Z) is given in Table 1. 
Table 1. The numbers card(S2nP) for some n and some card(Z) 
\ 
card(Z) 
n 1 2 3 4 5 
0 1 1 1 I 1 
1 i 2 3 4 5 
2 1 4 9 16 25 
3 1 8 21 40 65 
4 1 16 57 136 265 
5 1 32 123 304 605 
6 1 52 279 880 2 12s 
7 1 IO0 549 1768 4 345 
8 1 360 I 209 4 936 14 665 
9 1 260 2 127 9112 27 965 
10 1 424 4 689 25 216 93 025 
20 1 30 136 2 356 737 52 402 336 585 842 065 
30 1 1469 632 860 825 439 8.052959968,,10 2.746575977 J2 
4. Some statistical results 
In this section, we shall compute the asymptotical density d(S*) of the language 
S2 and the average number of factorizations of a word in S2. 
Theorem d The asymptotical density d(S’) of the language S* over the alphabet Z: 
is given by 
d(S*) = &ard(T) 
where Si,k is Kronecker’s symbol. 
Proof. We consider the quotient pR(S2) =card(S2nJ?‘)/card(E)“. First, let 
card(Z) = 1. In this ca!$e we have &&(r, = n for all n EN. %‘rce qp-’ = (.&-l * N-’ 
(see [l, p. 37j), we obtain further N * <p-l = p-l = CL (see [l, p. 313. Hence with 
Theorem 2, card(S” tlx”) = u(n) = 1 for all n EN. Therefore h(S2) = 1 for all 
nEN. 
Next, let card(Z)2 2. In this case we obtain with Corollary 3, la(S’) = 
O(n card(s)-“‘4). Therefore, q = lim,, p,,(S2) = Sl,cardCxI. Now, the same lcalcula- 
tion as in [6] shows that d(S*) = 9. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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Assuming that all words oi’ length n in S’ are equally likely, the quotient 
p(n, k) = card(S, nXE”)/card(S2 nF) is the probability that a word w E S* of 
length n has exactly k facronizations. Be sth moment about origin is defined by 
m*(n) = Cl&zn k”p(n, k). We prove the following: 
Lemma 7. The sth moment about origin is given by 
m,(n) = [card(S*nZ”)]-’ 1 d&-,(dl~ Z&&n/d) 
iln 
where Rcard(x ) is the &z&on given in Lemma 6 and J, is Jordan’s tolient function 
defined by 
J,(l) = 1 and J,(n)= ns $[! (1- p-“). 
P PCW 
roof. An application of Theorem 3 leads directly to 
A simple rearrangement of the terms on the right side yields to 
m,(n)card(S*nZ”)= c CR 
d\nd 
carcl(m,(d) c B(~c) ($j’-‘. 
kl(n/d) 
Now, Jordan’s totient function has a representation of the form Js(n)= 
Ekjfi p(k) (n/k)” (see [l, p. 481). Using this relation we get our lemma. 
Tl~eorem 5. 132e sth moment about origin is asymptotically given by 
m,(n) = 
nS if card(Z) = 1, 
1 + O(n” card(Z)-“‘4) if card(Z) 3 2 
where a = max(f, s - 1). 
f. If card(X) = 1, tben we have Rcardtz,(n) = n oralln~N.Inthiscasewe f 
obtain with Lemma 7 and Theorem 2, 
m,(n) = c d.&._,(d) i = ns 
din 
because in general K: =xd,” J,(d) (see [I., p. 481). 
o-w, let card(Z)22. Since J,(n) and R,,,,,(n) al-e always positive an,’ 
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R,(n)+l(a+l)a”‘* for a 20, we can make the following estimations: 
c d-k-,WR card&/d) 
din 
Ci(l +card(Z))n $, card(W’2dJs_l(d) 
n 
ds2 dz=2 
s$(l+ card(Z))n card(Z jn’4[ns-1 - l] 
= O(n’ card(X)“j4). 
Using this relation we obtain our statement by inspection of Lemma 7 and 
Corollary 3. 
Since ml(n) is the average number of factorizations of a word w E S* of length n 
and the variance u’(n) is given by o’(n) = m2(n) - m:(n), we obtain immediately: 
CoroIIary 4. Assuming that all words of length n in S2 are equally likely, the 
average number of factorizations of a word w E S2 n 2’ is asymptotically given by 
ml(n) = I n if card(X) = 1, 1 + O(& card(X)-“‘4) if card(Z) a 2. 
The variance is asymptotically given by 
a’(n) = 
n(n - 1) if card(Z) = 1, 
O(n card(X)-“/‘4) if card(X) 3 2. 
Corollary 4 shows that in the average all words w E S* have exactly one 
factorization into two palindromes provided that card(:$) 2 2. 
5. concIudilrg mmarks 
In this paper we have derived several enumeration results describing the 
distribution of the number of words of length n in the inherently ambiguous 
context-free language S’. Using Theorem 2 we can also compute the structure- 
gener;ating-function T(S2; z); we obtain 
T(S2; z) = c card(S* ~F’)z” 
tIk=O 
= 1 + ;,3 2” c cp-‘(d)RCWd,,(n/d). 
f-331 d/n 
A simple rearrangement of the terms in the last sum s,hows that an equivalent 
expression is given by 
T(S2; z) = i + 1 cp-‘0’) c Rcard&h)zhi. 
ial AZ=1 
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Using the definition of RcardCZj fro:!m Lemma 6, the second sum can be 
calculated explicitly for \zj -C card(Z’:)-“2; we get 
T(S2; >z) = 1 +$/card(X) c 490’)~’ 
iZ.-1 
(1+&i))*e (1 - &ard(X))* --- - 
(l-AGi&z’)* (1+&Z@jz~)2 1 
or, equivalently, 
card(~)zi(l + zj)(l +card(X)zi) 
T(S2; z) = 1+ c cp-w -.- 
j*1 
(1 _card(~)z”)* 
where 1 z 1 -C card(Z)-“*. 
If card (2) = 1, we obtain immediately for Izj < 1: 
. 
T(S2; z)= 1+ c ~-1(j,&+- 
j*1 -Z’ 
because it is well known that the last sum is equal to z/(1 - z) for lzl< 1. In this 
case, we obtain the expected result that T(S*; z) is rational function. In the 
general case, that is for card(Z) > 1, the author is unable to give a simple 
expression or a functional equation for T(S2; z). In order to prove that T(S*; z) is 
a transcendental function, it is sufficient to show, that there is no linear recurrence 
relation for the numbers card(S2 nZ”) with polynomials in n as coefficients, 
because such a recurrence always exists for the Taylor coefficients of any algebraic 
function 131. 
It is not bard to show that there is no recurrence relation of the form 
P(n) card(S2 n Z”+‘) + Q(n) card(S2 r7 Z”) = T(:n) where P(n), Q(n) and T(n) are 
polynomials in n, but it seems that t:here is no obvious generalization. 
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